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life on the Earth and ecological balance too, although they can not be so obviously
observed.
In this century the realisation of some global projects will be very actual for
the supply of the Earth with the electrical energy to be converted from the solar
energy and for the creation of global communication systems. The realisation of
these projects cannot be neutral for the ionosphere and for the radiation belt state.
For example, for the Glazer Project it will be necessary to create a system of
powerful solar energy converters, which should send powerful SHF beams through
the radiation belt. But even small alterations in the radiation belt will change the
solar irradiation regime of the Earth the same way, as for alteration of solar activity
by constant magnetosphere.
Thus it is very dangerous to realise global energetic and communication projects
without the all-round investigation of consequences of these realisations.
That is why it is necessary in particular to have a possibility of the radiation belt
laboratory modelling and its experimental investigation as a complete system under
the inuence of dierent factors.
Besides that this task is actual also immediate for the solving of problems of
radiation propagation and communication too.
This problemwas solved in [4] and [5] for a general case, i.e. for all kinds of planets,
which have magnetical elds. The laboratory Modelling of the Earth radiation belt is
in fact a particular case of this solution. Therefore no additional patent descriptions
for any details will be required.
In the Earth radiation belt the charged particles realised a motion, which can be
considered as a sum of three components: 1 - quick cycle motion due to Lorenz force
in the geomagnetic eld; 2 - the "longitude-drift" of these cycles along the Equator
in the crossed magnetic and gravitational elds; and 3 - the oscillation of particles in
directions, normal to the cycles planes and to the direction of drift.
Change of movement directions in these oscillations occurs due to geometrical
phenomenon of so-called specular reection.
The main problem for the realisation of radiation belt laboratory modelling is that
it is on principle impossible to create the 3-dimensional radial gravitation eld in a
laboratory device.
This problem can be solved through the replacing of gravitation eld with the elec-
trostatical eld, because the mathematical description of these two elds are similar.
For the realisation of the drift-phenomenon it is principally necessary the existence
of two crossed elds. It is not important for this process, what kind of eld will be
used together with the magnetic eld, gravitational eld or the electrostatical one.
Finally it is proposed to use for this modelling the Penning Trap [1] or our phys-
ically similar traps with other construction of electrodes [2]-[5], which can make this
modelling more eective.
By doing this way, the cycle motion in Earth magnetic eld corresponds to the
"cyclotron motion" in the Penning Trap, the drift along the Equator corresponds
to the "magnetron motion", and the interpolar oscillation corresponds to the "axial
motion".
For the realisation of laboratory experiments with this model it is necessary to
2
provide the possibility of the ceaseless change of eld conguration during the exper-
iment. It is achieved through the special construction of the trap ring electrode. This
electrode in the form of rotation-hyperboloid of one sheet is collected from straight
plates, which lies in hyperbolic surface. This technical solution can be used not only
for the aims of the problem under consideration, but in constructions of some antenna
systems with smooth rearrangeable geometry too.
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